2008 chevy silverado battery

Time Required. Luckily, changing out the battery is one of the easiest maintenance tasks you
can perform on your Silverado. The hood release handle is located on the driver's side to the
left of the emergency brake pedal. To open the hood, reach into the gap at the front of the truck
and feel for the latch. Push it to the left to release it and lift up on the hood. The battery is
located in the back left corner of the engine bay, partially covered by an engine bay brace.
Remove the four bolts holding the engine bay brace to the body of the truck with a 13mm socket
and socket wrench. Remove the brace and set it off to the side. Locate the battery hold down,
which is a small block held down on the right side of the battery compartment. Use at least a 6"
socket wrench extension to reach the 13mm bolt and loosen it up. Once it's completely
loosened, reach down and pull out the bolt and the battery hold down block. Locate the red
positive cable and the black negative cable, both of which need to be removed using a 10mm
socket. Before you remove any cables, ALWAYS remember to remove the black negative cable
first and reinstall it last , which will prevent shorting the battery to ground and possibly causing
a fire. Loosen the 10mm bolt on the black negative terminal just enough so that you can lift it up
and remove the cable. Push the cable back and out of the way. A simple trick is to rest it on one
of the engine bay braces to keep it from springing back. Flip up the terminal cover on the red
positive terminal and loosen the 10mm bolt. Lift up on the cable and move it out of the way.
Resting it on the coolant reservoir keeps it from springing back. The battery may have carrying
handles that you can flip up if they're not already. Grab onto the handles with both hands and
slowly lift the battery out of the battery compartment. Batteries are very heavy around 40 lbs.
Follow these instructions in reverse order to install the new battery and reassemble everything.
Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty Easy. Steps 8. Time
Required 10 - 15 minutes. Sections 1. Battery 8 steps. Flags 0. Step 1 Open the Hood. Add a
comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2 Locate the Battery Compartment. Step 3 Remove the
Engine Bay Brace. Step 4 Remove the Battery Hold Down. Step 5 Remove the Cables from the
Battery Terminals. Step 6. Step 7. Step 8 Remove the Battery. Almost done! You're Finished!
Author with 2 other contributors. Nicely done. You made it very straight forward. No guessing
necessary! Thanks for including the nut sizes! Single Step Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px
Large - px. View Statistics:. Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. The video above shows
you how to replace the battery in your Chevrolet Silverado We recommend changing the battery
in Chevrolets every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin
breaking down chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and
other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your Silverado that you need to replace.
Replacing the battery in your Silverado involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect
the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Silverado s, you may need
to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners
manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call
Chevrolet and they will give you the code for free. In many Chevrolets, the transmission
"learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may experience altered
driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the battery. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. On many
cars, the high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! If
your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice from
and will likely wear out sooner. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars.
They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other
tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your
car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change an engine fuse.
If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. Replace
brights. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no
reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! See all
videos for the Chevrolet Silverado We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything Time Required. Luckily, changing out the battery is one of the easiest
maintenance tasks you can perform on your Silverado. The hood release handle is located on
the driver's side to the left of the emergency brake pedal. To open the hood, reach into the gap
at the front of the truck and feel for the latch. Push it to the left to release it and lift up on the
hood. The battery is located in the back left corner of the engine bay, partially covered by an
engine bay brace. Remove the four bolts holding the engine bay brace to the body of the truck
with a 13mm socket and socket wrench. Remove the brace and set it off to the side. Locate the

battery hold down, which is a small block held down on the right side of the battery
compartment. Use at least a 6" socket wrench extension to reach the 13mm bolt and loosen it
up. Once it's completely loosened, reach down and pull out the bolt and the battery hold down
block. Locate the red positive cable and the black negative cable, both of which need to be
removed using a 10mm socket. Before you remove any cables, ALWAYS remember to remove
the black negative cable first and reinstall it last , which will prevent shorting the battery to
ground and possibly causing a fire. Loosen the 10mm bolt on the black negative terminal just
enough so that you can lift it up and remove the cable. Push the cable back and out of the way.
A simple trick is to rest it on one of the engine bay braces to keep it from springing back. Flip
up the terminal cover on the red positive terminal and loosen the 10mm bolt. Lift up on the cable
and move it out of the way. Resting it on the coolant reservoir keeps it from springing back. The
battery may have carrying handles that you can flip up if they're not already. Grab onto the
handles with both hands and slowly lift the battery out of the battery compartment. Batteries are
very heavy around 40 lbs. Follow these instructions in reverse order to install the new battery
and reassemble everything. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: Fix Your Stuff.
Difficulty Easy. Steps 8. Time Required 10 - 15 minutes. Sections 1. Battery 8 steps. Flags 0.
Step 1 Open the Hood. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2 Locate the Battery
Compartment. Step 3 Remove the Engine Bay Brace. Step 4 Remove the Battery Hold Down.
Step 5 Remove the Cables from the Battery Terminals. Step 6. Step 7. Step 8 Remove the
Battery. Almost done! You're Finished! Author with 2 other contributors. Nicely done. You made
it very straight forward. No guessing necessary! Thanks for including the nut sizes! Single Step
Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Select Year Select Engine. Body
Parts. Brake Parts. Cooling System. Driveline and Axles. Electrical, Charging and Starting.
Electronics and Telematics. Emission Control. Engine Parts. Exhaust System. Hardware and
Service Supplies. Ignition Parts. Steering Parts. Suspension Parts. Tire and Wheel. Tools and
Equipment. Transfer Case. Transmission and Transaxle - Automatic. Transmission and
Transaxle - Manual. Wiper and Washer. See all. We can assure you that we do our best to stock
a large selection of Chevrolet Silverado HD Battery Service parts. If the part you need is in
stock, you will see it listed above. Just click on the part you need to view the details. Therefore
we make sure that we only sell high quality parts. Many of the parts we sell are DOT certified.
We refuse to stock low class Chevrolet Silverado HD Battery Service parts, only to have our
customers disappointed by the quality. We only do business with respected manufacturers.
Every single part we sell, including all Chevrolet Silverado HD Battery Service parts come with
either our direct warranty or a manufacturer warranty. We have been delivering Chevrolet
Silverado HD parts to thousands of customers not just throughout the country, bu
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t throughout the world, and we've received many superior remarks from our clients. Not only
do we cater to individual do it yourselfers, but we also serve many mechanics and stores
located throughout the USA. We've mastered our distribution system to the highest level. We
have a wide network of warehouses in several states, conveniently located near major
metropolitan areas. We ship all parts quickly and safely. You will receive the best pricing and
superior customer service. Stay in touch! Follow us on Twitter or Facebook to get the latest
automotive news and receive discount coupons from us. We look forward to processing your
order and assisting you with your purchase of Chevrolet Silverado HD Battery Service parts.
You can visit our Amazon Store as well. Sign up for our email newsletter to get early access on
exclusive deals and offers. Your instant coupon will be delivered to your email upon
completion. No thanks. Your prices are low enough. Battery Service Battery Charger See all.

